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1. INTRODUCTION 
This work is motivated by the study of L2-estimates for the standard Galerkin method for hyper- 
bolic conservation laws. Starting from [1,2], some work has been done in this area. However, opti- 
mal L2-estimates were obtained only for linear hyperbolic problems in one space variable [1,3-5]. 
It has been an open problem whether on optimal L2-estimate xists for the standard Galerkin 
method in two space variables [6]. As Dendy [4, pp. 651-652] pointed out, his second method 
is just suboptimal in two space variables. Peterson [7] presented a numerical example which 
shows that the known L2-estimate Ilu - uhll <_ Chk+l/211uHk+l for the discontinuous Galerkin 
method cannot be improved within the class of quasi-uniform eshes, not even for smooth exact 
solution u. Hence, to obtain an optimal order estimate, it seems necessary to impose additional 
assumptions on the meshes. Lesaint and Raviart [2] obtained the optimal L2-estimate for the 
neutron transport equation for meshes consisting entirely of rectangles and Richter [8] did so for 
"semiuniform" triangular meshes. 
In this paper, we will prove that the optimal L2-estimate holds true on rectangular meshes for 
the following hyperbolic onservation laws: 
ut +f (u )x  +g(u)y = O, 
u(x,y,O) = ~o(x,y), 
i n~GR 2, 0<t<T,  (1) 
in ~, (2) 
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under the assumption that u is a smooth periodic function of x and y, which is easily satisfied 
for the linear case. For example, in the case of f(u) = u and g(u) = u, we have u(x, y, t) = 
uo(x - t, y - t), which implies that u will be smooth and periodic, if u0 is smooth and periodic 
[1,3]. We have to remark that the standard Galerkin method leads to nonoptimal error estimates 
[9, p. 289] on a general mesh, and does not perform satisfactorily if the exact solution is nonsmooth 
[9, p. 291]. However, many practical results are usually carried out for linear problems on very 
regular meshes uch as rectangles [10] and uniform triangles and optimal estimates are observed 
[11, p. 21]. This paper justifies that such optimal estimates can be obtained on rectangular 
meshes theoretically even for the general nonlinear problems. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, notations and main results are stated. Section 3 
is devoted to the proof of our main results. 
2. PROBLEMS AND RESULTS 
To simplify notations, we assume that f~ - (0, 1) 2 and the periodicity is 1. Let L 2 C L~oc(R 2) 
and ~1 c 1 2 Hloc(R ) be one-periodic, and Sh C_ ~1 be a space of one-periodic piecewise bilinear 
polynomial functions on the rectangular mesh Th = {e}, where 
e = [xe - hx, x¢ + hx] x [y~ - hv, y¢ + hy]. 
Here (xe, Ye) is the element center. 
The semidiscrete Galerkin method is: find U h : [0, T] --* Sh such that 
(uh ,v ) - - ( f (uh) ,vx ) - - (g (uh) ,vy )=O,  VveSh,  O<t<T,  (3) 
where (u,v) = fo f~ uvdxdy  and uh(O) is a good approximation to u0. Then, we have the 
following optimal L2-estimate. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that f (u),  g(u) E C3(R), and problem (1), (2) has a periodic solution u 
such that u E L°°(H3(~)), ut E L°°(H2(~)). Then, there exists a constant C (independent of h, 
but dependent on f, g, u) such that 
]ru - _< Ch  2, 
where h = maxeeTa (hx, hy), and the norm I1" ][L°°(X) is defined as [IWlIL=c(X) = suP0_<t< T IIw(t)llx 
for any w : [0, T] --* X. 
3. PROOF OF  THEOREM 2.1 
Multiplying (1) by v E/~1 and integrating by parts, we obtain the weak formulation of (1): 
(ut,v) - ( f (u) ,vx) - (g(u),vy) = O, Vv e I-'I 1. (4) 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose w z is the bilinear interpolant of w E C 3 on the rectangular element e. 
Let E(x) -- (1/2)[h i - (x -xe)  2] ,F(y) = (1 /2 ) [h~-  (y -ye)2] ,  A(x) = (1/6)(E(x)) 2 and 
B(y) = (1/6)(F(y)) 2. Then, for any (x,y) E e, we have 
(w I -w)  (x,y) -- E(x)wx~(x,y) + F(y)wyy(x,y) + R 
w~(x ,  y) + R. 
Here IIRIIL~¢ < Ch 3. 
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PROOF. This lemma is similar to Lemma 3 of [1]. By Taylor expansion, it is easy to obtain the 
first identity. As for the second one, just use the fact that 
E(x) : lh2 -  Ax~ and F(y) = ~h2y- Byu. 
The rest of the paper will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Subtracting (4) from (3), we have 
v .es .c  [ix 
Using Taylor expansion, we have 
1 (]~2p2,v~) +1 (pt,v) - (A(u)p, vx) - (gu(u)p, vy) + ~ 2 (~u~p2,v~) = O, (5) 
where p = u - u h, ]u2 and ~2 are evaluated at some points between uh and u. 
Denote ~ = u I -u  h, bl(u;w,v) =- (f~(u)w,v~:), b2(u;w,v) =- (g~(u)w,vy), and 
a(u; w, v) =- (wt, v) - bl(u; w, v) - b2(u; w, v). (6) 
Note that a is linear in w and v. 
From (6) and the periodicity of u, we have 
a(u; ~b, ¢) --= (~bt, ~) -- bl(u; ~, ¢) - b2(u; ¢, ¢) 
1 dll~Oll2 + 1/w (7) 
= -2 d--t ~ [(f~(U))x + (g~(u))v] ~2 dx dy. 
On the other hand, by (5) and (6), we have 
a (u ;~,¢)  = a (u ;u ' -  u ,~)+ a (u ;u -  u~,¢) 
= ( (u I -u ) t ,¢ ) -b l  (u ;u ' -  u ,~)) -b2(u;u ' -u ,~b) (8) 
1 1 ( ]~2(u) (u_uh)2 ,¢~)_~(O~(u) (u_uh)2~by) .  
2 
Next, we will give a thorough analysis for bt(u; u I - u, ~). By Lemma 3.1, 
bl (u;u/-'U'~])) = ~ fe (UI--u) fu(U)~)xdxdy 
eETh 
eETh 
- f Ax ju (u )ux~¢xdxdy-  f Byyfu(U)UyyCxdxdy+ feRfu(u)~xdxdy ] • 
First, integrating by parts and using the facts that A~:(x) = 0 on x = xe + hz, we have 
(lO) 
<_ ca~II¢IIL~(~), 
where the standard inverse estimate [12, (3.2.33), p. 141] and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality were 
used in the last step. 
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Second, through integration by parts, we have 
/ B~yfu (u)uyy¢~ dx dy= (/,-/5)Byyfu(U)Uyy~dy-/Byy[fu(u))xuy~+ f,,(u)u~]¢ dx dy, 
where ll : x = x~ + hx and 12 : x -- Xe - h~ denote ~he two edges of element e parallel to y-axis. 
Note that Byy, fu(U) and Uy~ are continuous across the sides 11 and 12, the interior line integrals 
will be canceled when summing up all the elements. Only the boundary integrals remains. Then 
by the periodicity of u, the remaining two boundary integrals will vanish also. Hence, by using 
the fact that IByyi < Ch 2, we have 
e~eT~ / ByYf'~(u)uyY Cx dx dy 
Third, 
= E /BYY[(fu(u))xUuY + fu(U)Uyyx]¢dxdy 
eETh 
<- Ch2 ]I¢IIL2 . 
(11) 
h~ / fu(u)u~xCxdxdy = h2 ( / - / ) fu(u)uxxCdy-h 2/[(fu(U))xUxx + fu(u)uxxx]¢dxdy. 
By summing up all elements and using the same arguments as above, we have 
Similarly, we obtain 
E h2 f f~(u)uyyCx d dy 
eETh ~, e 
_ /,2) 
<- E h2 /i[(f~'(u))xuu y ÷ fu(u)uyyx]¢l dxdy < Ch2il¢llL 2. 
eETh 
Finally by Lemma 3.1, we have 
/ Rfu(u)¢x dxdy < Ch 2 IlCJJL~(e), (14) 
thus, combining (10)-(14), we have 
Ib, (u;u '  -u ,¢ ) l  < Ch~lr¢liL ~" (15) 
By carrying out similar analysis for b2 as bl, we have 
Ib2 (u; u I - u, ¢)1 -< Ch211¢11L2. (16) 
Using the inverse estimate [12, (3.2.22), p. 141] and the standard interpolation estimate [12, 
Theorem 3.1.6.], we have 
h 2 
< cIl¢llb + ch- '  l iu- ~hll~, (1T) 
_< + ch- ,  ( l lu-  + 
<_ cIlcH~ + Ch411ull% + Ch-'ll¢ll%, 
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where Wl '~( f~)  denotes the standard Sobolev space [12, p. 113]. By the standard interpolation 
estimate [12, Theorem 3.1.6], we have 
= -< ch211u'll.2 (18)  
By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
~[( f~(u))~ dxdy < (19) ÷ 
Combining (7),(8) and (15)-(19), we have 
d 
d-~ll~bll~2 < 3CI1¢11~2 + Ch 4 + Ch-41]¢1142. (20) 
Denote ¢(t) = [1~b]122 and Z = ¢ + C, we can change (20) into 
dZ < ~2 Z ÷ ~3Z2 ' (21) 
dt - 
where C = (3 -v~) / (2 )h  4, ~2 __ x/~C, and C3 = Ch -4. Let W = -Z  -1, then (21) can be 
written as 
dW < C3 - C2W. (22) 
dt - 
By Gronwall Inequality, we have 
j~0 t - 63 = W(0)+- -~h-4 ,  (23) W(t)  < e-O2tW(O) + C3 e -C2(t-s) ds <_ W(O) + 
or, (¢(t) ÷ ~)-1  ~ d -1  _ (1/v/~)h-4 = (3(v/~ _ 1)) / (v~(3 - v/5))h -4. 
Therefore, we obtain 
¢(t) < x/~(3 - vfh) ha _ d - (3 - v~) 2 h4 ' 
3 (x /~-  1) 6 (v /5 -  1) 
i.e., liu I - uhlIL 2 <_ Ch 2. Hence, by the standard interpolation estimate, we have 
I1 - uhll. -I1 -  '11. ÷ I1 '-  hll. Ch:, 
from which finishes our proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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